
Collaboration 
Security

Datasheet

• Extend protection to Microsoft 
collaboration tools

• Block viruses, malware, and phishing

• Allow employees to collaborate securely

• Protect email and collaboration together

• Fully deploy in minutes
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Collaboration Security

A new breed of risk

The way employees work has changed. Fully virtual  
and now largely hybrid work environments have 
driven mass adoption of tools that go beyond email  
to support employee communication and 
collaboration. There’s little question that these tools 
have become essential to getting business done. 
However, they have also opened a new door to risk, 
expanding the attack surface for malicious actors  
who see another way in.

Compounding that risk is the reality that  
collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams, SharePoint, 
and OneDrive largely sit unprotected, while employee 
trust in them borders on absolute. The time to get 
ahead of this new breed of threat is now.

Let employees collaborate securely

Let employees collaborate securely with Mimecast 
Collaboration Security. Fully integrated with Mimecast 
Email Security Cloud Integrated, it extends protection 
to URLs and attachments shared via Microsoft Teams, 
and attachments and URLs stored in Microsoft 
SharePoint & OneDrive. The result? You can protect 
email and collaboration with a single, easy-to-
administer, cost-effective solution.

Microsoft Teams, SharePoint, and OneDrive may seem 
quite different to email, but the risks they pose are in 
many ways the same or even greater. Thanks to the 
instantaneous nature of Microsoft teams, malicious 
content can swiftly propogate. Microsoft SharePoint & 
OneDrive pose similar risks, with dangerous files being 
accessed and shared throughout the organization. 

• Protect email and collaboration with a single, 
easy-to-use solution

• Educate end-users with notifications about 
blocked content

• Easily see what has been blocked and why

• Keep administration simple with a unified 
dashboard for email and collaboration

Key Benefits

• Defend against cyberattacks launched through 
Microsoft Teams, SharePoint & OneDrive

• Get automatic inspection of attachments and 
URLs shared in Microsoft Teams

• Apply deep scanning to newly created files 
and those edited within 30 days in Microsoft 
SharePoint & OneDrive

• Block viruses, malware, and phishing attempts 
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Collaboration Security

Protect Microsoft Teams

Protection for Microsoft Teams extends Mimecast’s 
world-class URL and attachment inspection capabilities 
to Microsoft Teams messages shared between 
employees. Any content deemed suspicious is blocked, 
and a notification is sent to both the sender and the 
recipient. Key features include:

• Best-in-class inspection of all URLs and 
attachments

• 14-day historical look back to identify 
previously delivered malicious content

• End-user notification of blocked content

• Ability to create custom policies for specific 
Microsoft Teams channels

Protect Microsoft SharePoint and Onedrive

Protection for Microsoft SharePoint & OneDrive 
provides near real-time scanning of newly uploaded 
or created files and continuous scanning of files 
edited within 30 days to keep dangerous content out 
of your environment. Dangerous files are removed 
and replaced with an end-user notification. Key 
Features include:

• Near real-time scanning of newly uploaded or 
created files

• Continuous scanning of files edited 
within 30 days

• 14-day historical scan during trial, full historical 
scan at purchase

• Rapid restoration of files when needed

Try it free for 30 days

Ready to expand your M365 protections? Click here to sign up for a free 30-day trial of the full Email Security, Cloud 

Integrated suite, including Email Security, Change to Collaboration Security, Awareness Training, and Sync & Recover.  

You can be up and running in minutes and see for yourself how easy getting comprehensive protection can be.

Protect your Microsoft 365 investment

As adoption of Microsoft collaboration tools has surged, Microsoft has become an even greater target for 
cybercriminals. A layered security approach is essential to reducing risk while also supporting the needs of a 
modern workforce. Mimecast is proud to protect 42,000 customers globally, with nearly 27K using us alongside 
M365 to catch threats that can bypass Microsoft’s defenses. Mimecast Collaboration Security, which includes 
Protection for Microsoft Teams and Protection for Microsoft SharePoint & OneDrive, lets you quickly and easily 
expand protection with a single, easy to manage, cost-effective solution deployed in minutes.


